Abstract. We study two questions associated with rational approximation of a function f(z) near the origin z-0: continuity of the Pad approximation operator, and convergence of Chebyshev to Pad approximants as the domain of approximation shrinks to a point. Both become delicate in the case of degenerate approximations, i.e. approximations whose numerator and denominator are deficient in degree. In this situation various distinct definitions of convergence of sequences of rational functions make sense, and we give a unified treatment that explains their interrelationships. Our results show that the answers to the above questions are generally affirmative only in the nondegenerate case.
(1) continuity of the Pad6 approximation operator; (2) convergence of Chebyshev to Pad6 approximants as the domain of approximation shrinks to the origin.
The first question has been investigated previously in [4] , [8] , [14] , [15] , and the second in [2] , [3] , [6] , [10] , [11] , [12] . Our purpose is to unify, correct, and extend some of the results of these papers.
Both problems turn upon questions of the convergence of sequences of functions within a fixed space R,n, the set of rational functions having at most m zeros and at most n poles. Such convergence can be defined naturally in many different ways, and it is not obvious a priori which of these is most appropriate. Since each of the papers cited above considers on!y one or two of these definitions, the scope of the existing results, and the connections between them, have been unclear. We hope to improve this situation.
In particular we will investigate approximations involving a degenerate rational function rR,,nmthat is, one with/<m zeros and ,<n poles, hence with a defect d--min(m-I,n-,) that is positive. It is in the degenerate situation where the various definitions of convergence become distinct, and also where the answers to (1) and (2) are least obvious. The explanation for this is that in the degenerate case, r can be multiplied by one or more pole-zero pairs (z-')/(z-") and the result will still belong to R mn; if ' and " are nearly equal, the effect of such a perturbation will be large near these points but can be made arbitrarily small elsewhere. It is natural that this possibility should render convergence results somewhat complicated.
If r.Rmn has defect d, and ?Rmn is arbitrary, then r-? belongs to Rm+n_d, 2n_d and so can have at most m + n-d zeros. As a consequence the degree of agreement of r with a function ? is in some sense determinedmin the absence of troublesome pole-zero pairs--by how closely they agree at any rn + n + 1-d points. In both problems (1) and (2) above the origin is a distinguished point, and so we are led to the following notion of "H" convergence: "r-H r" denotes convergence as e -0 of the Taylor coefficients of degrees 0 through rn + n-d of r R to the corresponding coefficients of r. This is one of a sequence of convergence definitions we consider (precise In addition four other convergence definitions will be mentioned, mainly at the end of 1" I: uniform on some interval I about the origin, X: chordal metric on all of C, X : chordal metric on compact subsets of C, cap: capacity.
Definition I is of interest because it has been used in the papers of Werner and Wuytack [14] , [15] and Chui et al. [2] , [3] . Definition X is stronger than all of the others, and becomes relevant for rational functions deficient in neither numerator nor denominator degree. Definition X is equivalent to cw, and cap to/.
Our main results can be abbreviated as follows, where cw is short for r--, r, and SO on. [2] , [3] . However, our Theorem 3c shows that this conclusion is false. The (1 -+-Iwl2)'/(1 + Izl =)/2 for w, z C, and by continuity for w-o or z- [1] , [7] . Under this definition S is a compact 2-manifold, and X(w,z) can be interpreted as the Euclidean distance in R between,, the points w and z on the Riemann sphere of diameter 1. Let m,n>_O be fixed integers, and let Rmn be the space of complex rational functions r with at most m zeros in C (unless r----0) and at most n poles in C, counted with multiplicity, and satisfying the additional condition r (0) (1.2) and then multiply through by q(z). The result is the following infinite system of equations:
Of particular interest is the n n subsystem
Let H denote the matrix in (1.4 A ("wrt disk A") rea r if lime_011re-rlla-0 for some disk A-{zC "lzl_<}, >0.
Tay ("Taylor")/'e---Tay r if lim_oc(r)--c(r) for all k>0. H ("Hankel") re,riflime_.oc(re)-c(r) forO<k<m+n-d. ts (" measure") r-, r if for any i >0 and any compact K c_ C, lim_.0g {z K"
Ir(z) r(z)l > 8} 0, where g is the Lebesgue measure on .
The following theorem describes the relationships between these definitions of convergence. In the statement "cw" is an abbreviation for r-w r, and so on. We now make some remarks on the additional notions of convergence mentioned in the Introduction. They are defined as follows:
I ("wrt interval 1") ri r if lim_.ollr-rllI--O for some interval I-[-,/$], i>0.
x ("chordal") r x r if lim_oX(r,r)-O.
Xr ("almost chordal") rx,r if lim_oXr(r,r)-O for any compact KC_C.
cap ("capacity") r-->capr if for any 8>0 and any compact K C_C, lim_.0cap{z K" [r(z)-r(z)l>/$} -0, where cap is the logarithmic capacity [7] .
We state without proof some basic facts relating these definitions to the others. THEOREM lc. Proof. In fact one has local Lipschitz H-continuity with a constant of exactly 1. The main result of [15] is the following converse to Theorem 2a" if r p is degenerate, then P is /-discontinuous at f. The proof involves multiplications of r p by cleverly chosen pole-zero pairs. Our proof below generalizes this result to Tay-discontinuity, hence also discontinuity in cw, au, and A. Also, in [15] Werner and Wuytack present their argument only for the case in which r p lies in a 2 2 square block in the Pad6 table, and they suggest that the proof for the general case will require the introduction of several pole-zero pairs rather than one. However the following proof, which has no block size restriction, shows that one is enough. [2] , [3] (3.4) r I r regardless of degeneracy.
However, this assertion is false. We will demonstrate this in Theorem 3c by exhibiting a counterexample that is a modification of some related examples derived in [6] . The error in the proof of [2] comes in the last sentence of the paper, where the authors appeal to the fact cw I (in the notation of our Theorem 1), without having imposed the normalization b0= (eq. (1.1)) in the definition of cw that is needed for this implication to hold.
In general it appears that if r is degenerate, then nothing can be said about convergence in senses stronger than H, regardless of what domain K is under consideration, and in fact Theorem 3c will give examples with r*K -'Tay r p for K= A, I, and J, for 0oth real and complex approximation. THEOREM 3a. Let f be analytic in a neighborhood of the origin and have the (m, n) Padb approximant r p with defect d. Let K C C be a bounded set that contains a disk about the origin, and for each e, let r*r be a best approximation in R,, to f on eK. Then (3.5) r*tc t r p as e 0.
COROLLAtY (by Theorem a). Under the same hypotheses one has r*r r , and if in addition d--O, one has convergence also with respect to cw, au, A, and Tay.
Remark. The assumptions that f is analytic and that r*r is the best approximation are unnecessarily strict. All that is needed for the proof is I I r*-rPll-o(em+n-d).
Proof. By definition r p is analytic at the origin and its Taylor coefficients agree with those of f through degree m + n d. Since K is bounded, this implies and therefore also
Subtracting these estimates yields (3.6) Now without loss of generality assume K contains the disk A. Then (3.6) Now if n-0, then Q--q=-1, and (3.8) is the conclusion (3.7) we are looking for. Therefore assume n >0. In this event the nondegeneracy assumption implies P 0, and since P is independent of e and IIqll-1, it follows that for each sufficiently small e, Pq has a coefficient bounded below in modulus by a fixed constant. Together with (3.8) Proof. There are six statements to prove, which we label A-C, I-C, J-C, A-, I-, J-. Probably examples exist in each category for arbitrary m >-0, n > 1, but we will not worry about achieving this generality.
A-C. Take (m,n)-(O, 1) and f(z)-zE-z5, hence re----0. In the proof of Theorem 4 in [6] it was shown that for all e,r has a pole in the region Izl<-pe, for some fixed constant p. It follows also from the arguments there that one has IIf-Oll-IIf-rlla which again implies re-,,-Tay r', and also r, I r p.
J-C and J-R. For both of these situations the example and argument of case I-C apply. The equioscillation theorem shows that the best approximation to f(x)-x on eJ is not a constant, either in real or complex approximation; therefore in each case it must have the form (3.10), which implies r...Tay r'. For real approximation one also has r.,-, I r P, and in fact in this case the coefficients of the solution have been calculated explicitly by Maehly and Witzgall [8] Second, let K be any bounded region that contains a disk about the origin. An extension of the above argument shows OK_<Const as e0, but it is easy to devise situations in which oK is bounded away from 1, even when r p is nondegenerate. (For example" let K be the eccentric disk [z 1/2[_< 1, and take f(z) z, (m, n) (0, 0). Then [[f--rPllK--3e/2, but Ilf--r*KllK--e, so OeK:-for all e.) Thus /'e*K---)TayrP does not imply oK- 1. Third, consider any of the examples in the proofs l-C, l-R, J-C, J-R above. Here one has oK--=const> as e -00, independent of e, and so neither oK-nor/'e*K--->Tay r p holds. 
